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Homeland Security / EMA issuing new ID badges

The Van Wert County office ofHOIneland Security/EMA has used recently acquired grant
money to purchase a computer system to produce new ID badges. The photo ID badges will be
used for identification of emergency relief workers.

. .

Government officials and others, including amateur radio operators involved with RACES are
receiving the new ID badges as a security measure. The badges are a fast way to identify those
who should have access to an emergency situation. They not only contain a photo ill, but also a
digitally produced signature of the person the badge is issued to.

The system not only produces the badges, but also collects information for EMA's database. A
person's certifications, such as radio operator, first responder, or first aid training are listed on the
badge as well as the database for reference.

Steve Kouts, WA8WKF, has been assisting with issuing the badges. Come to the next radio club
meeting and have your picture taken for your new ID badge.

,Jack Snyder, WD8ML V

W8FY to assist with cross country meet

W8FY has once again been asked to help with communications with the Van Wert Invitational
Cross Country Meet to be held in Van Wert Saturday, September 25,2004.

Radio club members in the past have been stationed along the route of the runners, which
traverses the area of the reservoirs just south of the Van Wert County Hospital. Amateurs stand
by in case of injury or other emergency, and just for fun, we relay back to the finish line which
runners are leading at critical junctions of the race. Amateur television also is utilized to transmit
pictures back to spectators near the finish line.

It only takes about four radio operators to work the races, but with more operators, it is easier to
get a break, and of course the more the merrier! The races, which traditionally involves about ten
areajunior and senior high schools, starts at 8:00 and we're usually all packed up and out by
early afternoon. Mark your calendar now!

,byJack Snyder, WD8ML V



News and Notes

Have you checked out the club's web page lately? Go to w8fy.org and see the latest updates. Big
thanks go to Mike, K8PBE for continuing to work hard on that ongoing club project.
-0-

Hamfest 2004 was a success! That is, if you define success as making money for the club, then
the primary goal was accomplished, despite being down on ticket sales. It's never too early to be
promoting next year's hamfest. Flyers will be ready for next year to be distributed at the Findlay
Hamfest. If you go to any hamfests between now and next year's Van Wert Hamfest, be sure to
take along some flyers to place on the headquarters table, or better yet, talk to vendors at other
hamfests and pass out flyers and give them a personal invite to our hamfest. Getting the word out
is the key, and ifwe go to other hamfests, we will be making contact with those who go to
hamfests and will be most likely to come to ours.

-O-
At the last club meeting, the club voted to purchase'a new television set to replace the 13" color
set that was purchased by EMA years ago. It will be used in the basement for monitoring
weather radar and also at club activities where a TV would be handy, such as the up coming
county fair.
-0-

Speaking of television, we have a few years to think about the change over that is taking place in
commercial television and how it will impact amateur TV. First, when broadcasters stop
transmitting in analog format, eventually there will be very few television sets that will be able to
receive our ATV repeater signal. A future challenge for the technical committee will be looking
at the upgrade of the ATV equipment to digital formats.
-0-

Speaking of digital, I recently purchased a digital converter so that I could begin to pick up
digital signals that are being transmitted by the commercial stations. The goal was to be able to
pick up Star Trek Enterprise that is being fed on one ofW ANE's digital feeds. Much to my
surprise and delight, I can also receive one of WANE's other digital channels which is dedicated
full time to their doppler radar video and NOAA weather radio audio! Now I don't have to get on
the internet or squint at the miniscule radar picture in the comer of the TV. Was it worth the
$200 price tag? Well, yeah, I guess. I look for those converters to be more readily available in
the near future and hopefully lower in price.
-0-

See you at the big Van Wert County Fair September 1-8. W8FY will occupy the same space in
the commercial building as in previous years. Wednesday is a .freeday/evening, so come on out
and help us get set up and ready to promote ham radio and the club. There will be a club
meeting Saturday night during the fair. Also a tradition at the fair is the annual band show

-Tuesdaynightwhichthe radioclubalwaysassiststhe fairboardwith communications.It's
always a great show and fun to help with.
-0-

compiled by Jack Snyder, WD8ML V



2004 VWARC CALENDAR 2- Mtr Net
Aua 2B Ohio Qso Partv noon till midnillht at the club OTat home Dhone or CW va'lI come Aua 2S
Sep 1 Setup booth at Fairaround. Keep..8S on for schedule! You AllCome WB8YIH
9/1-9/8 VAN WERTCOUNTYFAIR;plan now.to help VWARCin the booth and at the activities.
Sep6 Band Show at the Fair. We can alwavs use more help at Booth or on track!

SeD4 ... VWARCMeetina at EMAOffice; 8:00 PM. / Hamfest Meetina at 7:30 everyone is welcome!
Sep 4-5 AGCW SK Ptv: AllAsia DX,Phone; RSGB & IARURgn 1 FD SSB;
Sep 6-7 MIQRP Labor Day SDrint CW SeD 4

Sep 11-12 Van Welt Countv Rea/onal Aimolt Festival of Flight 2004 Sentimental Journey KCSQHK
MDon't need to help withAirShow this year. offlo Findlay! Sep 11

Sep 12... Findlay Hamfest* Asian DX.SSB; NASprint CW W8DHG
Sep 11,,13 >

ARRL VHF QSO Party: NA Sprint CWo WAE DX SSB' TN QSO Pty Sep 18. ,

N80S0
Sep 18 *PICNICTIME* VWARC Meetina at Joyce & Cork's, 6:00 PM*POTLUCK*You'll Cornel Sep 25

4144 Dull-Robinson Rd 2mi North and 2mi East of Convoy Talkin on .86 WD8MLV
Sep 18-19 ARRL 10 GHz Test:WA State Salmon Run Scandinavian Days Test CW;
also 18-19 QCWA QSO Party: NA Sprint SSB: QRP Afield Sep 19 Hamfest: Cincinnati
Sep 25 ... VAN WERT CC Invitationa (Cross Country at Hospital) We need to stand and WATCHI

Sep25 ... EXAMSVanWert EMA2;00PM. ContactBob KA81AF for info 419-795-5763 (pre-register Oct 2
Sep 25-26 TX & AL QSO Partys' CQ WW RTTY' . ARCI.Fall QSO Pty: HamfeslCleveland KCSRYS

also NASprint SSB; Scandinavian Days Test SSB; Homebrewer Sprint Oct 9.
WD8LPY

Oct 2 ... VWARC Meetina at EMA Office, 8:00 PM. I Hamfestu Meeting at 7:30 everyone iswetcomE Oct1a
Oct 2.3 ***SET***. OCT 2.3 Simulated Emeraencv Test Hamfest Goshen IN 1O/ KH61LT
Oct 2-3 CA QSO Pty Oceania DX TestSSB' EU Sprint SSB RSGB21/2S TARA PSK31 Rumble Oct 23

W88YIH
Oct 8 YLRLAnniversar:vPartyCW 1<and432Fal Sprint;**Oct 9, lima Hamfest** Oct 30

Oct 9-10 Oceania DX Test CW: EU Autumn Sprint CW PA QSO Party; NA RTTY & FISTS Sprint KC8QHK
Oct 15 YLRL Anniversarv Party SSB

Oct 16 ... VWARCMeetina at EMA Office. 8:00 PM./ Field Day Meetina at 7:30 we need ideast
Oct 16-17 Asia-Pacific Sprint- RSGB 2112ttMHZCW'Worked AllGermanyContest;

Oct 16-17 JOTA help a Scout work a Scout "Jamboree on the Air." Nov6
Oct 23-24 WIVE Islands QSO PlY: FISTS Coast to Coast. 50 MHZ Sprint WSDHG
Oct 3031 -CQ WW DX Contest SSB - 1010 Int. CWo -Oct 31 Hamfest MassiUon- Nov 13

also ARRL Int. EME -Oct 31 - Dayliaht Savina Time Ends! HOORAY N80S0
Nov20

Nov6... VWARCMeetina-atEMAOffice,8:00PM / Hamfest Meetinaat 7:30evryone is welcomEWD8MLV
Nov6-8 -ARRL Sweepstakes CW - with ARCI QRP Bulls & NA College Champs Test Nov27
also6-7 HiahSpeedCW IPASSBandUkrainiantests KC8RYS

Nov 13-14 Japan Int.DXPhone-WAE DXRTTY; OK/OMDXTESTOW
Nov 13-14 FortWayneHAMFESTandIndianaStateConvention TELL'EMVW ISJULY17.2005

Nav20 ... VWARCMeetinaat EMAOffice 8:00PM_IFieldCayMeetinaat 7:30
Nov20-22 -ARRL Sweepstakes Phone. - includes NAColiegiate ARC Championship Dec.4

WD8LPY
Nov 27 ... EXAMS Van Wert EMA 2:00PM Contact Walt. WBSFNBfor info.419-394-2976 (pre-reaistEDec 11
Nov 27.28 *** CQ WW DX CW Contest *** KH6ILT
Dec 4-.. VWARC ANNUALMEETINGat EMAOff'lCe, 8:00 PM. Election Timel $$ dues also$$ Dee 18

WB8YIH
Dec 13... VWARC CHRISTMAS PARTY at ??North Pole?? It will happen: EMAis now the NPI. Dee-25

» v July 17th KCSQHK
hintA VWARCHAMFESi f005 comino in.JULY2005 stay tuned for datel « seeva



Annual W8FY picnic fast approaching
The Van Wert Amateur Radio Club's Annual Picnic will be held on the usual club meeting night
of Saturday, September 18th,2004 at 6:00 PM at the home of Cork and Joyce Poling, on Dull
Robinson Road near Convoy. The picnic is always a great time for club members and their
family and friends. The club traditionally furnishes the meat and buns, and we ask that everyone
bring a dish to share.

A~ SET Scheduled
. ,

The ARRL Simulated Emergency Test is a nationwide exercise in emergency communications,
administered by ARRL Field Organization Leaders including Emergency Coordinators, District
Emergency Coordinators, Section Emergency Coordinators and Net Managers. Many other
Section Leaders like the Section Manager and the Section Traffic Manager may have a hand in
planning the exercises and/or reviewing the results. Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES),
National Traffic System (NTS), Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES) and other
public-service oriented groups can be involved. The SET weekend gives communicators the
opportunity to focus on the emergency-communications capability within your community while
interacting with NTS nets. Although the main SET weekend this year is October 2-3, local and
section-wide exercises may be held throughout the fall season.
Purpose of SET
1. To find out the strengths and weaknesses of ARES, NTS, RACES and other groups in
providing emergency communications.
2. To provide a public.deII;lonstration--toserved agencies such as the American Red Cross, the
emergency management agency and through the news media--of the value to the public that
Amateur Radio provides, particularly in time of need.
3. To help radio amateurs gain experience in communications using standard procedures and a
variety of modes under simulated-emergency conditions.
Format
The scoring format reflects broad objectives and encourages use of digital modes for handling
high-volume traffic and point-to-point Welfare reports out of the.affected simulated- disaster
area. Participants will find SET an opportunity to strengthen the VHF-HF link at the local level,
thereby ensuring that ARES and NTS are working in concert. The SET will give all levels of
NTS the chance to handle exercise-related traffic. The guidelines also recognize tactical traffic
on behalf of served agencies.
Test messages should carry the word "TEST" before the precedence; that is, "Test Priority" on
phone and "TEST P" on cwoThe text of such messages should also begin with the words "TEST
MESSAGE."
ARES units and other groups are free to conduct their emergency exercises anytime between
September 1 and November 30 if an alternative date is preferred. The activity period should not
exceed 48 hours.
Summary
One of the first steps on the way to a successful SET is to try to get as many people involved as
possible, and especially new hams. In a real emergency, we find amateurs with all sorts of varied
interests coming out of the woodwork. Let's get them involved in SET so they will know more
about how emergency communications should be handled!



ARRL Seeks Comment on Draft "Bandwidth" Petition

The ARRL wantSmembers' comments on a planned petition to the FCC seeking to regulate
amateur subbands by bandwidth rather than by mode. The ARRL Board of Directors adopted the
petition's guiding principle at its July 2002 meeting and wrapped up its review of a draft petition
late last month.
"The main objective is to make appropriate provision for digital modes in the HF amateur bands,
while preserving amateurs' prerogatives to use the traditional modes," said ARRL CEO David
Sumner, KIZZ. "Regulation by Bandwidth" is the title of Sumner's "It Seems to Us. . ." editorial
in the September issue of QST.
The draft petition represents expert ~put from the ARRL Ad Hoc HF Digital Committee, which
submitted its report prior to the Board's July 2003 meeting. ARRL staff also provided an interim
report, and the Board reviewed a draft petition at its January 2004 meeting. An ARRL Executive
Committee review followed a couple of months later.
The EC also decided to make a synopsis and explanation of the petition available to ARRL
members before filing it with the FCC. The idea is to give anyone interested in the issue a chance
to better understand the ARRLts proposal and the rationale behind it--mainly creating a
regulatory environment more accommodating to newer technologies.
"The regulation of emission modes in Amateur Radio Service allocations is a limiting factor with
respect to Amateur Radio experimentation," a synopsis of the petition concludes. "It leads to
attempts to put new technology into a regulatory framework that was designed only to deal with
older analog emissions." In order to implement digital technologies, an underlying assumption in
the League's draft petition is to provide for an intennediate bandwidth--between what's needed
for the legacy CW and 'phone modes-in the middle of certain bands.
As drafted, the ARRL's bandwidth petition would preserve double-sideband AM unchanged, but
it would stop short of opening the 'phone bands to digital and other modes of the same
bandwidth. Sumner notes in his September QST editorial than a 1970s attempt by the FCC to
shift to a regulatory scheme based on bandwidth failed in part because it would have outlawed
modes such as double-sideband AM in the HF bands.
FCC rules now permit RTIY and data emissions throughout the'HF "CW subbands," "It is only
through compliance with 'gentlemen's agreements' that RTIY and data signals are not heard in
the parts of the band that are generally used for CW," Sumner noted. The ARRL's petition

, proposes rules to limit bandwidth in the "CW subbands" to 200 Hz. An ARRL analysis in the
1980s showed that 150 Hz is an adequate bandwidth for CW, based on rise and fall times of 5
ms. A 200-Hz bandwidth also will accommodate data modes such as PSK31.
In addition, the League's proposal would limit bandwidth in the existing "RTIY/data subbands"
to either 500 Hz or 3 kHz, with 'phone emissions specifically prohibited in certain subbands
where 3 kHz would be permitted. Under the proposal, these would include 3650-3725, 7100-
7125, 14,100-14,150 and 21,150-21,200 kHz.
"The reason for this is to encourage the development of higher-speed data communications in
these subbands by preventing them from becoming defacto 'expanded phone bands.IIISumner
explained.
The new proposals take into account the ARRL's prior ''Novice refarming" petition to expand
some HF 'phone bands, included in the FCC Notice of Proposed Rule Maldng in WT Docket 04-
140.



Sumner points out that amateurs wouldn't have to be able to measure the bandwidth of their
signals. "The proposed bandwidths are more than sufficient for 'clean' signals using the
traditional HF modes," he said. "Measurement would only arise as a potential problem for those
who try to push the edge of the envelope." The Amateur Radio Service has had regulation by
bandwidth for certain data operations for many years, Sumner noted, without any "great debate"
over whether a particular signal was legal or not.
The ARRL proposal would eliminate bandwidth restrictions in the 222-225 MHz
band--beyond a requirement to keep signals confined within the band.
Sumner encouraged ARRL members to review the synopsis of the petition and the specific rule
changes the League plans to propose. Direct questions or comments--favorable or otherwise--via
e-mail bandwidth@arr1.org.ARRL staff members will respond to any questions, while
comments will be forwarded to your ARRL division director. Members also are welcome to
comment directly to their ARRL directors, also listed on page 15 in QST.

from the ARRLWebsite

League asks for PBL shutdown in Arizona

The ARRL has asked the FCC to immediately shut down a broadband over power line (BPL)
field trial in the Cottonwood, Arizona, area because it's causing "severe interference" to Amateur
Radio communication. Electric Broadband LLC and utility APS have been operating the BPL
experiment at two Yavapai County sites since June under a Special Temporary Authorization
(STA) the FCC granted to Electric Broadband in March. Michael Kinney, KU7W, filed the first
Amateur Radio complaint in June. It cited testing by the Verde Valley Amateur Radio
Association (VVARA) in the 1.8-30 MHz range showing that BPL interference makes attempts
at ham radio communication useless.
"The interference on typical Amateur Radio equipment shows received undesired signal levels in
excess of 60 dB over S9 on the receiver's signal strength meter," ARRL General Counsel Chris
Imlay, W3KD, told FCC officials on the League's behalf. "The utility and Electric Broadband
were contacted, and no response was received." The ARRL asserted that both companies are
aware that the BPL field trial has been causing harmful interference and "neither has taken any
steps to either resolve it or terminate the test."

. The League said VVARA and ARRL testing indicates levels of radiated RF energy on amateur
HF allocations is "extremely high," well in excess of the FCC Part 15 levels with which Electric
Broadband told the FCC it would comply. VVARA testing revealed "actual harmful
interference" from the BPL system to mobile stations in the vicinity and to the fixed station of
David Kiggins, KB7KMR. Distances ranged from between 30 and 70 feet from BPL equipment
to 0.56 mile and 0.71 mile from Kiggins station antenna, the League said.
The League's shutdown request went out August 16 via e-mail and courier to FCC Enforcement
Bureau Chief David Solomon and Deputy Office of Engineering and Technology Chief Bruce .

Franca.
ARRL called on the FCC to instruct Electric Broadband and APS to shut down the BPL trial
immediately and not resume operation until it can demonstrate that all interference issues have
been resolved. It also insisted that the FCC immediately revoke any STAs granted for the
Cottonwood or nearby operations, and that it institute forfeiture proceedings against the two
companies for knowingly causing harmful interference.



VVARA submitted a lengthy and comprehensive report to the two companies and to the
Commission in late July detailing the interference issues arising from the Cottonwood BPL field
trial. There's been no response, the ARRL said.
The VVARA took:baseline measurements in January, before the BPL trial began, and it's
continued taking measurements since the system's startup to determine the extent of interference.
ARRL Lab Manager Ed Hare, WIRFI, conducted independent tests of the Cottonwood BPL
system in July, and the League attached a summary of his findings to its letter.
"Mr Hare found strong BPL noise levels across a wide geographical area surrounding the BPL
site and made measurements that show that the system is operating at levels several orders of
magriitude higher than the FCC Part 15 limits," the League said. One measurement cited was
more than 32 dB higher than Part 15 allows.
"The measurements taken were co~istent with the levels seen on the Amateur Radio station
receiver signal-strength meter by the Verde Valley group," the League added.

The VVARA and ARRL measurements, ARRL said, indicate widespread interference to
Amateur Radio communication in an area within a mile of the BPL field triid and radiated
emissions from BPL modems well in excess of what FCC regulations permit. The League further
accused Electric Broadband of misrepresenting facts to the Commission by saying it would
comply with §15.109 of the FCC's rules.
The ARRL said continued operation of the system while violating the conditions under which the
STA was granted constitutes "willful and repeated interference," and both the utility and the BPL
provider should be subject to fines as a result.
"ARRL requests that this test station be shut down immediately and that the appropriate
monetary forfeitures be imposed against both Electric Broadband and APS," the League
concluded.

from the ARRL Website

Opportunity fair showcases Ham Radio

ARRL Honorary Vice President Hugh Turnbull, W3ABC, Bob Barnes, KR3X, and his wife Pat,
. KB3BTB,hostedan AmateurRadiodemonstrationFriday,August20,at the RiderwoodVillage
retirement complex in Silver Spring, Maryland, where all reside. The display was part of the
complex's annual Opportunities Fair.
"Along with about 35 other special-interest groups, we welcomed the opportunity to acquaint the
other residents with another way to spend their time," Turnbull said. "Our table featured some
ham radio memorabilia, QSL cards, an operating 2 meter station and a code practice machine to
provide some Morse Code 'background music.'" Turnbull said the timing of their demonstration
turned out to be "opportune" as well-coming just as local media were praising the Amateur
Radio community for assisting in providing communication when Prince George's Hospital
Center in Cheverly lost its main telephone system for about 10hours. Turnbull s~d that while
their demonstration table might not result in any new licensees, it did contribute to a better-
informed public. "We continued the education process from what people read in the morning
paper about the telephone outage," he said.

from the ARRL Website



Emergency operating--be a part of the solution
Post-Charlie thoughts

If you are going to be part of the solution, not just part of the problem, you must pre-plan. Ops
are constantly reminded to have emergency telephone numbers and frequencies available for
instant use, as well as a "Go Kit" containing appropriate items. Don't forget the reference
materials, such as repeater lists, net frequencies and maps, as they are essential for any ham radio
operator. -
Contrary to the doomsday thinking, the Internet is a source of information. I did not sayprimary,
just a resource. Many organizations have pages for the intake of health and welfare messages.
Use them, if available. Anything to Unclogthe system is a benefit, not an adversary. Many active
hams, who are ARRL members, may take advantage of the ARRL forwarding service. A blind
message to a call_si.gn@arrLnetmay sometimes yield results. Not a great way, but creativity in
an emergency is important. .

I am totally amazed by the misinformation and cloudy thinking demonstrated by some operators
on HF nets. The basics are simple; information coming out of the area is the highest priority.
When asking for check-ins, don't disregard those ops in the area with non-traditional call signs.
Florida, for example, has many ops, who are not 4s, but reside there permanently on snowbird
status.
Most well run TV, radio stations and newspapers have an Internet presence. Whether they are
inside or outside of the disaster area, use them first. Many are full-service sites, which include
streaming video. A picture can get across information much more quickly than audio alone. If
you want to help, keep quiet, get a map and take notes on what is happening.
Follow the directions of net control. Words that denote emergency high priority traffic, such as
break, should rarely be used unless you are sure that such an interruption meets proper criteria. It
is unbelievable how many really dumb questions are asked. For example, an op breaks the
frequency using improper procedure with a tone of voice indicating a major problem or
emergency. He/she then gets the frequency and says, in a slow plodding manner, "I used to have
a friend in town 'X.' I haven't seen him in years and am worried." Wake up! All this is a waste of
valuable time, when town "X" is hundreds of miles away from the disaster area. It doesn't take a
rocket scientist to look at a map or do a little research on your own before flipping the transmit

. switch. The basic rule of life applies to many situations ... when in doubt, don't. This will free up
the frequency for real questions.
Know the type of net you are on. Most often, tactical information, health and welfare and other
nets are specialized. Checking into an information net wanting to pass a National Traffic System
(NTS) message to someone slows down the process.
Net Control Stations (NCS) are so important to smooth the flow of information. Their
contributions can make or break a net. Good NCSs represent the highest degree of organizational
ability and operating skills at every level. Some items to remember, stay calm, never transmit
undo emotion in the tone your voice. If you get overly excited, then this feeling is transmitted to
others, both on the net and to SWLs who may be monitoring, making them anxious.
Speak clearly and make sure your directions are just that, directions. Have authority in your
voice, not as a drill instructor in boot camp, but as one who demonstrates being in command of
the situation. Giving unclear instructions confuse the stations being addressed. Save all your
notes and logs, as they may be important for documentation later on. .



NCSs on HF shoUldtake more advantage of sending stations off frequency to pass information
and then return. This frees up the primary frequency for more traffic handling. So, learn how to
use your A and B or external VFO.
Take a moment to share information at regular intervals with the net. Weather updates or
situation reports of general interest from affected areas or net housekeeping chores are
acceptable. This will prevent many net interruptions repeating the same information. NCSs may
also.use this time to locate a secondary NCS or identify a relay station that may have a better
copy for operators in areas wanting to participate who can't hear or be heard by the NCS.
Allow ample opportunity for check-ins. People get anxious when they arrive at a net with traffic
and they have to wait a long time to'be recognized. You can run 1000 Watts, but if you don't
have propagation, you are about as good as two tin cans and a string. Don't get swellheaded. You
may like to hear yourself talk, but others don't. NCSs need not develop a superiority complex; it
turns people off. Heaven knows no one is perfect, but if an NCS does something you feel is
inappropriate, button your lip and address the issue later. Arguments on the air are unwanted, as
they do nothing to enhance the net's mission. This behavior can only be a distraction to the
operation.
If you can expedite traffic, you are directly in an area, and the person wanting the traffic is 300
miles away, then it may, note may, be appropriate to break. Use common sense. If it is a high
priority, flash-type message, then break to offer assistance. If the message is of lower priority
and the other station bas access, then you do well to just let it pass and go with the flow. You
may have a piece of traffic next on the list.
EchoLink and IRLP are terrific adjuncts to Amateur Radio, especially during times of poor
propagation. Many want to listen in on the activities in disaster areas, so depending on the station
being linked to, use restraint. Listen, if you want, but do not transmit. The constant interruptions
to a net do not override your personal desire to listen to the action. Relays popping in and out,
delayed link interaction and such slows things down to a crawl. In some cases, repeater trustees
and control ops have had to shut off links, as it was too cumbersome, interfering with the rhythm
of the net.
Don't overlook contacting an individual operator via this mode. You need not link directly to a
net via a repeater. Know your geography and use a call sign directory or lookup source if in
doubt. You just may get the information you need or desire to pass more quickly if the EchoLink
or IRLP station on the other end has local access to communication resources.
Amateur Radio operators value their ability to operate in adverse conditions. They have a
combination of skills that can be of value to the community. This value can multiply when
common sense and proper procedures are followed.
For more information on Amateur Radio crisis operations, go to the ARRL's Emergency
Communications Web page and the ARRL's on-line Public Service Communications Manual.

from the ARRL Website



Auglaize County amateurs ham it up at last week's Bremen/est at New Bremen.


